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Project 12 Report: Improving Protection of Privately Owned
Critical Network Infrastructure Through
Public-Private Partnerships
Executive Summary
The United States relies on critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR) for government
operations and the health and safety of its economy and its citizens. The President issued
National Security Presidential Directive 54 (NSPD-54)lHomeland Security Presidential Directive
23 (HSPD-23), which formalized the Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI).
NSPD-54IHSPD-23 directs the Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with the heads
of other Sector-Specific Agencies, to submit a report detailing the policy and resource
requirements for improving the protection of privately owned U.S. critical infrastructure
networks. The report is required to detail how the u.S. Government can partner with the private
sector to leverage investment in intrusion protection capabilities and technology, increase
awareness about the extent and severity of cyber threats facing critical infrastructure, enhance
real-time cyber situational awareness, and encourage intrusion protection for critical information
technology infrastructure."
Under the auspices of the Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory Council (CIPAC) and the
National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) Partnership Framework, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) formed a private-sector CIKR owner and operator working group to
respond to this tasking. Private-sector input proved critical to appreciating the scale and scope of
the task and in developing a set of actionable recommendations that reflects the reality of shared
responsibility between the public and private sectors with respect to securing the nation's cyber
assets, networks, systems, and functions.
The public and private-sector CIKR communities recognize that the challenges are significant,
the threat is present and growing, and immediate proactive action must be taken. As such, this
report includes short-term recommendations, often building upon accomplishments and activities
already under way and existing trusted relationships with CIKR organizations. The report
identifies an aggressive series of milestones that will result in tangible progress over the next
year. For each recommendation, efforts should be made to investigate and leverage ongoing
activities and, where appropriate, avoid creating new projects or working groups when one
already exists.
Some recommendations within this report represent long-term objectives, with many requiring
detailed legal and policy analysis, as well as advanced interagency planning and coordination. In
some of these cases, feasibility studies, analysis, and additional investigation are needed. In
addition, an integration and management process will need to coordinate efficiently among the
various related efforts.
Building on the accomplishments of the NIPP framework, the U.S. Government and the private
sector can improve CIKR cyber network and system security through partnership. Each has
situational awareness that can inform the other's risk-based decisions. While existing publicprivate partnerships have facilitated information sharing and policy coordination to address these
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obstacles, more can be done to improve the security and resilience of CIKR networks. A focus
on partnering to assess and mitigate CIKR cyber risk would benefit both sides and provide for a
more secure cyber infrastructure. Such a partnership could include the appropriate sharing of
capabilities in addition to information. If solutions are to be found for securing the nation's
CIKR networks against the complex, sophisticated, and growing cyber threat, industry and
government must work as partners. Government must continue to consider private-sector value
propositions when developing joint measures to improve the security of privately owned U.S.
critical networks to ensure buy-in and active engagement.
This report represents a new level of cooperation between government and industry in
identifying gaps in cybersecurity and information sharing and suggesting ways to address them.
The U.S. Government should continue this work and jointly establish a clear value proposition
with private-sector CIKR owners and operators for integrating cybersecurity into the enterprise
risk management process. Such a value proposition, promulgated through outreach and
awareness activities on threats and the importance of enterprise risk management from a
cybersecurity perspective, as well as on market incentives where appropriate, can be used to
encourage additional private-sector investment in cybersecurity.
The recommendations that follow provide a path to improve U.S. CIKR cybersecurity. A
combination of planning and pilot programs is intended to build confidence over time and to
allow course corrections to change with the dynamic cyber environment. These
recommendations include:
•

Develop a plan to identify specific goals and outcome metrics related to securing CIKR
sector networks.

•

Promote current public-private cyber information sharing efforts via the NIPP
Framework by fostering trust through consistent and timely communications and
consensus building.

•

Develop a plan using the NIPP Partnership Framework to include the CIKR sectors into
ongoing CNCI efforts.

•

Leverage existing frameworks to develop, as appropriate, new vehicles, rules, and
instruments between public and private sectors to improve sharing of actionable cyber
information.

•

Scope the requirements for implementing real-time cyber situational awareness.

•

Evaluate the feasibility of sharing Federally developed technology capabilities with
CIKR.

•

Expedite the TS/SCI clearance process for appropriate private-sector representatives for
when "tear-line" unclassified cybersecurity documents are not available.

•

Enhance information sharing and analysis organizations, whether information sharing and
analysis centers (I SAC) or other information sharing organizations (ISO), to make them
the focal point of cyber operational activity with the 18 CIKR sectors.

•

Enhance information sharing mechanisms to provide an environment in which
technological barriers do not impede cyber information sharing processes.
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•

Expand US-Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT)lNational Coordinating
Center for Telecommunications (NCC) joint operational capabilities to include privatesector CIKR participation to enhance CIKR real-time situational awareness.

•

Establish a mechanism to give companies opportunities and incentives to invest in R&D
and-based on legal, security, and investment-level criteria-potentially allow
companies to obtain intellectual property rights to the results of government-funded or
government-partnered cybersecurity R&D.

•

Investigate new ways to drive improvement in the cybersecurity posture within the
private sector in those cases where market forces yield an insufficient value proposition.

•

Investigate methods to encourage cybersecurity across the business community
nationwide similar to those used within private-sector CIKR.
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Project 12 Report: Improving Protection of Privately Owned
Critical Network Infrastructure through Public-Private
Partnerships
I. Introduction
The United States relies on critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR) for government
operations, a vibrant economy, and the health and safety of its citizens. The President's July
2002 National Strategy for Homeland Security states:
Government at the Federal, State, and local level must actively collaborate and partner
with the private sector, which controls 85 percent of America's infrastructure. The
nation's infrastructure protection effort must harness the capabilities ofthe private sector
to achieve a prudent level of security without hindering productivity, trade, or economic
growth.
With this strategy serving as a guiding principle, the President issued National Security
Presidential Directive 54 (NSPD-54)/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23 (HSPD-23),
which formalized the Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI). This effort,
referred to as "Project 12," responds to the direction in NSPD-54/HSPD-23 for a report detailing
the policy and resource requirements for improving the protection of privately owned U.S.
critical infrastructure networks.
Under the auspices of the Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory Council (CIPAC) and the
National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) Partnership Framework, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) formed a private-sector CIKR owner and operator working group.
Private-sector input proved critical in enabling DHS to appreciate the scale and scope of the task
and in developing a set of actionable recommendations that accurately reflects the reality of
shared responsibility between the public and private sectors with respect to securing the nation's
cyber assets, networks, systems, and functions. CIPAC members generously supported DHS
with their time, expertise, and candid expressions of views.
The Risk Posture

Both public and private-sector information systems manage risk to their operations through
constant monitoring and mitigation activities designed to prevent daily incidents from becoming
significant disruptions; however, the growing threat requires a more thorough examination of
risk to the cyber infrastructure and the associated implications for cybersecurity. As criminal
exploits proliferate, nation states are realizing that criminal hacking tools, methods, and tactics
offer asymmetric opportunities for espionage, countering military force, and for economic and
geo-political advantage. This increasingly malicious and pervasive threat, coupled with insider
threats and the spectrum of other threats facing critical infrastructures, illustrates the need for
system-wide risk management, including enhanced threat information sharing by the U.S.
Government and bi-directional vulnerability and incident reporting between the U.S.
Government and the private sector to improve prevention, response, and recovery capabilities.
Facilitating enterprise-wide cyber risk management practices and increasing the flow of timely,
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actionable cyber information will support increased cybersecurity for CIKR. Improved
processes, new incentives, and possibly some changes in the legal environment will help the
private sector and the U.S. Government protect the nation's networks and assist the U.S.
Government's efforts to leverage private-sector technology and expertise for the greatest mutual
benefit. Realization of this goal through improved processes and new incentives will help the
private sector and the U.S. Government protect and strengthen the nation's networks and assist
the U.S. Government efforts to leverage private-sector technology and expertise for the greatest
mutual benefit.
Overview and Scope

Project 12 asks one fundamental question: "How can government work with the private sector to
enhance the security of the CIKR networks?" Some related topics are the primary focus of other
CNCI areas and, therefore, are not discussed in detail here. In particular, the topics of cyber
research and development (R&D) and cybersecurity "leap-ahead" technologies are the focus of
other CNCI efforts.
The public and private-sector CIKR communities recognize that the significant challenges and
the growing threat require immediate and proactive action. This report includes short-term
recommendations, often building on accomplishments and activities already under way and
existing trusted relationships with CIKR organizations. The report identifies an aggressive series
of milestones that will result in tangible progress over the next year. Where applicable, these
activities should build on existing security and assurance efforts across the cyber infrastructure to
increase resiliency and operational capabilities throughout the CIKR sectors. For each report
recommendation, efforts should be made to leverage ongoing activities and, where appropriate,
avoid creating new projects or working groups.
Some recommendations within this report represent long-term objectives that require detailed
legal and policy analysis, as well as advance planning and coordination. In some of these cases,
feasibility studies, analysis, and additional investigation are needed. In addition, an integration
and management process will be needed to coordinate among the various related efforts.
Value Proposition for the Private Sector

Building on the accomplishments of the NIPP framework, the U.S. Government and the private
sector can improve their CIKR cyber network and system security through partnership. Each has
situational awareness that can inform the other's risk-based decisions. While existing publicprivate partnerships have facilitated information sharing and policy coordination to address these
obstacles, more can be done to improve the security and resilience of CIKR networks. A focus
on partnering to assess and mitigate CIKR cyber risk would benefit both sides and provide for a
more secure cyber infrastructure.
Such a partnership could include the appropriate sharing of capabilities in addition to
information. If solutions that do not undermine the primary functions of cyber infrastructure are
to be found, industry and government must work as partners. Government must continue to
consider private-sector value propositions when developing joint measures to improve the
security of privately owned U.S. critical networks to ensure buy-in and active engagement.
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This report represents a new level of cooperation between government and industry in
identifying gaps in cybersecurity and infonnation sharing and suggesting ways to address them.
DHS believes that the U.S. Government should continue this work and jointly establish a clear
value proposition with private-sector CIKR owners and operators for integrating cybersecurity
into the enterprise risk management process. Such a value proposition, promulgated through
outreach and awareness activities on threats and the importance of enterprise risk management
from a cybersecurity perspective, as well as on market incentives where appropriate, can be used
to encourage additional private-sector investment in cybersecurity. Throughout this report the
value proposition for private-sector participation is used to guide realistic and actionable policy
recommendations.
Desired End State ofPublic-Private Partnerships

The goal of this effort is to foster a level of cybersecurity commensurate with the associated risk
to a critical infrastructure, with the understanding that a single approach will not satisfy the
unique needs of all U.S. CIKR sectors. Infonnation sharing mechanisms will facilitate this
desired end state.
Increased CIKR cybersecurity can be achieved with two complementary approaches:
1. Strategic assessments of vulnerabilities, threats, and mitigation strategies; and
2. Focus groups to study and develop recommendations on sector-specific needs as well as
technology specific needs, including R&D requirements.
Continuous bi-directional provision of threat infonnation must afford CIKR sectors the
opportunity to improve and measure their cybersecurity posture based on evolving threat
infonnation. Similarly, infonnation on network activity and security issues passed from the
CIKR sectors to government would enhance the threat infonnation provided to the CIKR sectors.
Cleared private-sector individuals representing each CIKR sector must have the ability to access
and leverage the most recent relevant threat infonnation through an infonnation exchange
mechanism that is not impeded by technological barriers and that is truly bi-directional. The
U.S. Government must provide cyber threat and vulnerability infonnation to industry at the
lowest possible classification level while retaining the essential elements of actionable
infonnation necessary for infonnation security purposes. The U.S. Government should institute
a mechanism for CIKR sectors to provide feedback regarding the degree to which the threat
infonnation is timely, relevant, actionable, and leads to success (for example, blocked intrusion
attempts). Likewise, industry should set up a mechanism to accept feedback from the U.S.
Government and contribute to the U.S. Government's ability to produce meaningful and
actionable threat infonnation. In addition, recipients of threat information in the CIKR sectors
must understand infonnation flow across their business enterprises and exercise caution with
respect to who will have access to that infonnation.
Threat and vulnerability infonnation sharing should include strategic and tactical analytic
products by the homeland security, law enforcement, intelligence, and military communities that
are relevant to the cybersecurity requirements of the nation's CIKR and are accessible to sector
CIKR representatives, as appropriate.
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The U.S. Government, in conjunction with the CIKR sectors, must establish criteria to measure
the value of the information being shared. By establishing feedback mechanisms that determine
whether shared information is making CIKR more secure, the U.S. Government can better
manage the flow and improve the subsequent value of the exchange.
Long-term metrics and short-term metrics can be established to determine the value of both
strategic and tactical information being shared. Strategic assessments may help shape policy and
shift enterprise resources to prepare for anticipated cyber threats. In contrast, tactical
assessments may help an organization make immediate changes to operations and its security
posture.
The recommendations that follow provide a path to establish mechanisms to improve U.S. CIKR
cybersecurity. A combination of planning and pilot programs is intended to build confidence
over time and to allow course correction to change with the dynamic cyber environment.
Enduring Security Framework
This report focuses on both near- and long-term actions specifically focused on the task of
identifYing policy and resource requirements for improving the protection of privately owned
U.S. critical infrastructure networks. Other critical aspects of the CNCI and the nation's
cybersecurity strategy require partnership with industry, including those that focus on strategic
long-term issues. To address some of these long term issues, and building upon the frameworks
and recommendations outlined in this report, as well as in the Supply Chain Risk Management
Plan, the Deputy Secretaries of Homeland Security and Defense along with the Director of
National Intelligence, established the "Enduring Security Framework (ESF)." The ESF will
engage industry leaders under the DHS NIPP structure, leveraging the CIPAC framework.
Under the ESF, the U.S. Government and corporate executive and operations officers from the
Defense Industrial Base and Information Technology Sectors will discuss problems that impact
national security and the ability of the U.S. industry to maintain their competitive advantages in
world markets including technology, architecture, and policy issues. Membership in the ESF
may be extended to other sectors as it matures. These discussions will culminate in the
development of policy recommendations.
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II. Short Term Recommendations (less than 1 year)
Recommendation ST-J: Develop a plan to identifY specific goals and outcome metrics related
to securing CJKR sector networks.
Finding meaningful ways to measure cybersecurity across a sector, let alone across the nation, is
extremely complex. Under the NIPP, each sector must develop risk metrics in 2009 that include
cybersecurity. These metrics will be used to help quantify this complex problem and drive and
track progress for the recommendations in this report. DHS intends to use the Cross Sector
Cyber Security Working Group (CSCSWG) to work with and across the sectors to develop
cybersecurity metrics to meet this need. The CSCSWG will work with other government
departments and agencies to ensure that risk metrics are comprehensively defined and
measurable from an interagency perspective. Discussions will address both industry concerns on
the sensitivities of shared data and government difficulties to establish steady-state security goals
and measures.
Milestones:
•

Convene a CSCSWG subgroup to address this issue (October 2008).

•

Identify sector-specific measures for inclusion in the 2009 Sector Annual Reports (June
2009).

•

Begin to collect and report data against those measures in the 2010 Sector Annual
Reports.

Resource Requirements: CIKR sector cooperation and engagement.

Recommendation ST-2: Promote current public-private cyber information sharing efforts via
the NIPP Framework by fostering trust through consistent and timely communications and
consensus building.
Private-sector companies and industry associations worked side-by-side with their government
counterparts to write the NIPP, published in June 2006. The NIPP institutionalized the Sector
Partnership Model-built around Sector Coordinating Councils (SCC) and their Government
Coordinating Council (GCC) counterparts--enabling government and private-sector entities to
collaborate on CIKR protection.
These councils of experts have gone on to develop and implement Sector-Specific Plans (SSP)
for CIKR protection, and CIKR owners and operators are investing significant time and
resources into their SCCs as well as SSP implementation activities. In addition, many sectors
rely on information sharing and analysis centers (lSAC), designated information sharing
organizations (ISO), or other established processes designed specifically to facilitate information
sharing within the sector and with other trusted entities. As a result, SCCs and ISAC/ISOs have
evolved into rich resources of operational, strategic, and policy-related expertise, adding value to
other sectors and government partners at all levels. In addition, the Sector Partnership Model has
resulted in trusted relationships between SCCs, GCCs, ISACs, and other security partners.
UNCLASSIFIEDIIFOUO
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The NIPP Sector Partnership Model has promoted private-public partnerships and will be used as
the primary method for information sharing between partners for CIKR protection activities.
Public and private-sector security partners should continue to work together to raise the NIPP
partnership model to a higher level of maturity. Information sharing partners under the NIPP
framework will rely on the SCCs or sector-designated ISACs/ISO to address cybersecurity. The
U.S. Government will rely on the SCCs for their sector-specific CIKR expertise, while the ISAC
Council, the Partnership for Critical Infrastructure Security (PCIS), and the CSCSWG will be
leveraged for expertise on cross-sector issues such as interdependencies, incentives, common
sectoral issues, and information sharing. Within this NIPP structure, both government and
industry partners recognize that the individuals who address cybersecurity within an organization
may differ from those with physical security responsibility and expertise. Working within the
NIPP structure, DHS and the Sector-Specific Agencies are working to ensure cyber
communication and coordination is taking place with the correct individuals.
Other mature government-sponsored cyber information sharing mechanisms, such as the Federal
Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) regionally based InfraGard program and the United States Secret
Service regional Electronic-Crimes Task Forces (ECTF) will be assessed for coordination with
the NIPP information sharing process.
Milestones:
•

Finalize cyber information sharing mechanism mapping across CIKR sectors already
begun under the CSCSWG (October 20, 2008).

•

Develop mapping and identify constituencies of other CIKR cyber information sharing
mechanisms such as InfraGard and the ECTF (November 30, 2008). Once this mapping
is complete, it will be used by DHS organizations Intelligence & Analysis (I&A) and US
Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) to improve cyber information sharing
with the sectors and will provide input for Recommendation ST-3 (vehicles and rules to
improve information sharing).

Resource Requirements: To complete this task, each sector must recognize the need for a
cyber information sharing mechanism and must acknowledge that cyber and physical security
information may need to reach different individuals within the sector. Sectors vary in levels of
organization, maturity, and funding for activities such as this one. Recommendation ST-7
(assess and enhance information sharing and analysis organizations) addresses this issue in more
detail; however, engagement and buy-in from all sectors and government entities is a necessary
resource to complete this task. At a minimum, this effort will seek to identify success stories
from each of the sectors and make recommendations about whether best practices can be adopted
and applied across different sharing mechanisms.

Recommendation ST-2a: Develop a plan using the N]PP Partnership Framework to include
the C]KR sectors into ongoing CNC] efforts.
Some of the issues raised under Project 12 are primarily addressed through other efforts.
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•

Initiative 4 focuses on R&D for cybersecurity technologies. The R&D coordination
report indicates that greater public-private coordination is needed to facilitate rapid
identification and continuous evolution of cyber R&D priorities.

•

Initiative 8 focuses on cyber education and training.

•

Initiative 9 seeks to establish increased public-private coordination and cooperation in the
development and deployment of "leap-ahead" technologies.

•

Initiative II focuses on the need for a strong partnership with the private sector and
supply chain operators to address vulnerabilities and risk management of the information
technology supply chain.

There is a need for a plan in which the ClKR sectors, working through the NlPP Partnership
model, can engage in appropriate activities across the CNCl, beyond those explicitly included
within the scope of Project 12. Industry has equities and expertise that should be understood and
incorporated across the CNCI. In particular, DHS will work with the Office of Science and
Technology Policy as the leader for Initiatives 4 and 9 to ensure that OSTP receives the inputs,
perspectives, and requirements identified in this report and can benefit from NIPP partners'
expertise. DHS also will work with the various private-sector entities responsible for complying
with information security statutes (i.e. financial, healthcare) that include an information security
training component. The ESF, outlined in the introduction to this report, will provide an
important venue for collaboration with NIPP partners under the CIPAC framework, to address
long term strategic issues related to globalization.
In accordance with NSPD-54/HSPD-23 , DHS intends to use the NIPP Partnership Framework to
engage with CIKR on all aspects of the CNCI where ClKR input is relevant, feasible, and
appropriate. DHS will work with its Office of General.Counsel and consult with DO] to ensure
legal issues are considered. DHS has developed an engagement plan to include initial briefings
on CNCI to PCISlFederal Senior Leadership Council, all SCC/GCCs, and the ISAC Council to
provide a baseline understanding of CNCI. Once a baseline has been established, work will
begin to incorporate CIKR sector input into appropriate CNCl activities. DHS will work with
the FBI and the Secret Service to provide briefings and engage as appropriate with InfraGard and
ECTF members.
Milestone:
•

Provide an updated engagement plan to Initiative leads for reference and coordination
(November IS, 2008). The engagement plan will be updated as required. Briefings on
CIPAC and NlPP framework will be provided to interagency partners as requested.

Resource Requirements: The NIPP Sector Partnership framework and CIPAC provide the
needed mechanism for this interaction. The DHS Office of Infrastructure Protection and Office
of Cybersecurity and Communications are resourced to support this interaction. The engagement
plan will identify potential industry engagement in CNCI projects and propose a framework for
that engagement. The full stand-up and operation of the ESF will require federal staffing, legal,
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policy, and logistical contract support resources. DHS is prepared to dedicate the resources
required for creation of an Executive Secretariat to support this effort.

Recommendation ST-3: Leverage existingframeworks to develop, as appropriate, new
vehicles, rules, and instruments between public and private sectors to improve sharing of
actionable cyber information.
For information sharing to be effective and actionable, clear policies and processes are necessary
to determine how, when, and what information is shared between security partners. While many
accomplishments have been made in developing a framework under the NIPP to communicate
with industry, current operational capabilities do not uniformly support satisfactory cyber
information sharing across the sectors. As such, it is imperative that government and privatesector security partners develop and implement agreements to facilitate effective cyber
information sharing, leveraging existing frameworks, such as the NIPP or the Protected Critical
Infrastructure Information (PCII) Program. At the most basic level, government and private
sector must identifY what information is needed by each party, how and when it will be shared
and protected (in terms of both security and privacy protections), and what kind offeedback or
response can be expected.
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Information,Sharing Reqii{rements GoUectedifrom CIPAe Members:
These requirements rijlect the views offered,oy private sector officials to DHS and §hduld not be
attributed to. or considererlthe official persp-ective ot ;t:he &.s. Government.

For the selected' vehi~le to suc.ceed,. several ke~ concemsand criteria for successful
implementation must be consi~!lred, incl~ding:
. ' Value P~ol!~siti!ln. E>evel,op q);lncrete benefits ~sUch a,s ao'(an<;e notice of atl\reat,
brQaper aware,ness of asset'vulnerabilities, an4 QPPOlrtunifyAo shape national pqlicy) to'
encourage buslriesses to provide critical security iilfonnatioii imrea,l-time.
•

FOJ!mal Criteria. FcmniU criteria for what and when,iIfformation is shared, p-articularly
relating to.incident response-and handling, is nece~ to standardize sharing of
information across govemmerit and' private-seCtor, seCurity, paftners.

~

€riteria fot A:ccountilJ)i1ity.. Clear criteria are viful'to' assure iliat policy. and procedural
lapses ¥e shown to MVe clear.ano certain.consequencc:cs. TIiese criteria must'address the
wa¥ ihl'ormation is collected; stored, moved, an~ retired tliroyghout the data life cycle.

•

Unautliorizea Sllaril!g. Ifl:!,e U.S. Government an4 p-rivate sector must prevent the
passing'of information beyond,the bo~diuies est!lblislj.ed by the.qriginalprovidet of the
dafl!.
'

• "'€omptttitive :posturii' Tlie,pr.i'vate sector must'De able to compete in ~e marketplace. A
private.secfor owner and' operatquoutjhely. balances its ne~o to remain competitive viitli'
the'need,to shllre 'seusitivtt information, alignea'Wiih tIle,need to·protect its own
intellectual property, maiket,eompetition, its cu~fomers, and its shareliolOers, as well as
witli regulato!), oBligatioqs. Gioj)aI or'ganizations may encounter additional con'1plexity,
•

R,el!ch. €yber infrastructure;J?ermeates el!(lh,ot the f8 €JrnR sect0rs and sub-~ec!oF~, but
the tj.S.GbvernJIient has differing levels of reach into each sector. As a,l'esul}, not only
i~ awarenes~ of some sectors' c!\,bersecurity,'posture iIjconsisten1;; inconsistent"breadth and
depIA of infoI11l!!tieiJ. sharing occurs between industry,and' governm~I\t in el!,ch sector
Not all sectors,may requirll th~ same leveI.Qf. snaring, but some sectors sliIllack the
operationru abilitY, to receive cyber threa~ informatio~' Or to p~s \relevant data to th~ U.S.
Government in a secure manner.

•

Con~u()us Feedback. Both.the U:S. Government andlprivate-~ector C~ owners rano
operators need inp!!t on 1he value and use of ilier.infonnation being provided. 1lJ:iis is an
importaftt component of the valve ,proppsition of information s11aring. The :&lPP risk
management framewotIdncIudes (I;feedbacl<: compon~t for continuous>1mprovement that
shoul(l 'oo useolo promote information sharing eff'ectiwness,.

•

The BUsineSs lmpeni'tive. Businesses exist in anenvironment of competition, a ver:y
5ifferent environment from that oimost public-sector orgiiilizations. Consequently,
businesses will behave ve, 41fferen~ from ublic entities. lior exam Ie, reducin
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certain riSKS ,may De too costly, fOF a business,in a-highly competitive environment, aiid
tlie {J,g, Government must understand that some'risK will ~implY be accepted by most
ol,!sinesses, TIlls crt:lltes'l\ dynamic challenge of managing the risk dialog between
government and private-sector orgai:)izations,
•

Legitimate "Need.to-Know." Restr,iclions. Tlie.,-p,rivat«'sector must balance competitive
issues with the need t\> share s,ensitive info.tfftation, (i]onv~tsely, government
org~ati(ims must also consider wlien it is n«cl;.~,s~ to restrict information ta protect
intelljgence sources and!metliods,

•

Adhercncll to "Need~t()-Sliltre" Prilicip-les. As indlcatedip. the f!lniteli States
Intelligence COrri7Qun,ity'inJprmation Shar;ing Strategy.-tlie U.S. Governmenl; led by the
Office oftlie Director of National Int!llligence, ,is attempti1i~ toJdevelop a culture
supportive of re'sponsibie ilifohnation,shaJ1ing, We U.S. Govetnment will need to
_provide a transparent process for expJainUig'how it balances' the."responsibility·tQ share!'
with continued prolec1ion ofsens~tive intelligence sow:ces_andmethods.

•

ij,eievancl!' ~ome organiZll,tion_s'may be furttlcr along t1fljIJ. others in adopting newer
teclili.ig,ues, qperating·models, o['tecMologies. 1llierC!!fore, what may, be considered new
,~a critical infofI1l~tion 15y some companies may De "ola news" or tOo"basic for othel'S'.
'lJhese differing exp~rierices~ cliallenges, ap.d maturity lev.els miike it necessary fotifhe
U.S. GovelmheJit to fuilprthe 'information to be ~iiaredl.

•

Actionll.,le Info~atj.,oD. Many, industr-y representati:ves nave aiticulated a need for
actionable information iP)ielp theril,counter'thrtlJijs identifi«d via the informatiow,sharin.g
process. -Withom actionable1iIifo!'lfiation, privatejndustry is lefuin a quand'ary, havmg ,h owledge ofpOte!1~any,seribus tljfeJlts and increa§ed risk witliout'the ability to mitigate
tIi~ risk.

•

AbilitY to-Pr9tect Sen~itiv,e D'ata. NfanY'indus~, rep]esentatiYes have ex:pressed
~nceJI!. that goyernment may not be able'to protect seruiifiv.e pliivate-Sli:ctor ll:!form;ition·
(such/as deta:ils on VWnerabiiitie~ ~d compromises) 'll!ldeF eifisting starutes ahd
frameworks, resulting ~ exposur,e ,of data to competitors, tlle media, aqd advers:aties.
F~v\\te"SectoE entities may riot 'hav.e access-to or'1lie ~bi1ity ,to handle or.,store goverru:nent
sensi!ive infol'ination (intelligence, tfueatj, 'resulting in <,lelays_in- tr~smittlng ~pecific
threiiU,nformation to t!1e \PeJ)p'le tliatneed it.in ·tlie,ppvate s~ctpf. Such gaps shoulo be
considered"under. cuit<1rit .framewodcs;or any-future vellicIes conteriiplat\ld by thi~
recommendation. Fina.lly;. both the D.8. Ooverru:fient and~private.sector, may !have
specific; privac¥Jll"otectipn resP,Ol)sibilifies·whlch,must be addressed.as p~ of any policy
and pr!i'Cti'ce O],SJ1!1ring info:l.'flla~on.

•

MultiDatioiiaI Nature·oUlie Private Sector. Businesses operate ~ a global CCO!lomy,
Consideration'ffiUst be give!1 to how best to snare ,information when the private-sector
organization is multinational, tlie recipients of,information are -not~necessilrily U.S,
persons, and tne corporation has offices and oper~tions in oilier cO$tries.
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Sector-specific agreements will vary to accommodate differing business models. These
agreements should be developed to address the above requirements and considerations and to
enable trusted information sharing under the auspices of the NIPP framework. In addition, each
agreement should recognize that information of varying levels of sensitivity will be shared and
may require different categories of security marking and dissemination controls. Agreements,
once developed, will incorporate reference to the Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)
directive but must also recognize and provide rules of engagement for information sharing before
the CUI program is fully defined and implemented. For example, the Defense Industrial Base
Cybersecurity/Information Assurance (DIBCSIIA) Program's framework agreement establishes
processes for trusted information sharing between government and industry and provides
signatories with detailed handling and marking guidance in the accompanying DIB/CS/IA
Security Classification Guidance. Rules of engagement will need to acknowledge the
international nature of industry and must address not only the presence of non-U.S. persons
working within CIKR but also foreign-owned businesses operating U.S. CIKR and U.S.
corporations operating internationally. This process must include identification and shared
understanding of what individuals in the private sector have a legitimate "need-to-know" and an
explanation of what those individuals would be expected to do (and not do) with the information
they receive.
Finally, since cyber information sharing is an evolving process, any agreement should contain
feedback mechanisms on the usefulness of the bi-directional information exchange process and
the actual information that is shared between security partners. Feedback from CIKR security
partners will help ensure they receive actionable information, advanced notifications of threats,
and a broader awareness of vulnerabilities, providing a tangible benefit and increasing the value
proposition for security partner participation.
Milestone:
•

Develop dissemination guidance for DHS cyber products that may be used by other
agencies or sectors, defining in layman's terms how, when, and if those products may be
further distributed within a company, association, or ISAC/ISO (November 30, 2008).

•

Establish pilot agreements for bi-directional cyber information sharing with two sectors
(ideally one with an established ISAC and one without) (December 31, 2008).

•

Develop a concept of operations (CONOP) between DHS and the 18 CIKR sectors for bidirectional, operational cyber information sharing (December 31, 2008).

Resource Requirements: This effort will require legal counsel support within both government
and industry. Work on these activities is already under way through the CSCSWG Information
Sharing Subgroup.

Recommendation ST-4: Scope the requirements for implementing real-time cyber situational
awareness.
Existing collaborative cyber situational awareness mechanisms offer limited real-time interaction
between the private sector and Federal, State, and local governments on response, recovery, and
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trammg. In addition, a common CIKR real-time situational awareness for cyber is not available
across these disparate domains. This would be especially critical during major cyber attacks that
propagate quickly and require real-time threat information sharing and response coordination.
The U.S. Government must identify the classes of information that it needs from the various
infrastructure sectors to discharge government responsibilities to protect them, identify the
classes of information it is not currently obtaining from industry, and determine how it will
reliably obtain that information from industry in the future. The U.S. Government also needs
procedures for protecting industry information that it shares with other private-sector entities.
r:IBA€MefnlJer Inpiil
This input-reflects the views bYlpfivat"e sector officials-to,'DRS and sHould not be attrio",ted to,
or the official perspective of the
Government.

u.s.

Seven maiAll.arriers have prevented1the U.S. Government andpA.vate sector from establisbihg
ClKR common cybei situatio.ilaI·l\"wareness:

1. No. clear. criteril\ ~tween parties as to. what infonnatian -needs to be share~;
2. N.iaek'ohrust betw~en tlie U.S'. Gevernment and'private secter;
3, Little incentive fot some private-se.ctoI 'entities to develop common ~ituational
awareness because they a:lt~ady hJ!.ve their own mechanisms ·in pl!\el;
4'. :Little' !lgreement 6!l the fo~t ot deU,very meW-bd for'shafe.d info.nn$on;
5. No. ehv.ironfuent (either. virtual or·physical) availablelto liostrthe fuse.d data.neede.a to·
develop common sifuatioilal awarenes& on 'the scale propQsed;
6. A llauCity of releasable, .actionaBle, government information becaus.e of classification,
aftdl'ilistrioqtion 14ni41tions; and
7. ·La.c k oFllfnvale-sector el~ces af '@provedfacilitiesneeded toJ1Qiy palOticipate in
developing.common €IKR situational awareness.
The distributed and complex nature of the decision-making environment for CIKR cybersecurity
makes development of common real-time situational awareness a logistically and financially
daunting task. Many sectors have thousands of institutions, all with competing business models,
differing perceptions of customer service, and varying trust relationships. A single picture would
have to accommodate such realities-multiplied across all 18 sectors-and would have to be
built upon an architecture capable of handling massive amounts of information at the high speeds
required for real-time awareness. Designated industry representatives would have to be selected
to represent their sectors as a whole and would have to be trusted to uphold security markings
and classifications, answering to the U.S. Government as well as to the company that employs
them. The cost of scoping and building a tool that meets the requirements for cyber real-time
situational awareness is likely to be significant and would be a high-risk investment of Federal
funding. Before making that investment, the U.S. Government and its info.rmation sharing
security partners must define a clear sco.pe and mission for the development of common
situatio.nal awareness and should evaluate a variety of interim or simplified so.lutions.
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Common CIKR real-time cyber situational awareness is not a "single" view or a unanimous
agreement on the details of specific events but is instead a series of related processes and
disciplines that seek to provide a shared understanding of events within and among various
stakeholder organizations. These include:
•

A framework of indications and warnings built over time;

•

Threat data, including information about attackers, techniques, methods, prevalence, or
targets;

•

Strategic analysis examining attacks and intrusions in a broader context rather than on an
enterprise or case-by-case basis;

•

Pattern analysis enabling enterprise owners to understand their normal flow of data and
locate anomalies;

•

Enforcement of policies via network monitoring and ensuring that basic defense-in-depth
technologies and processes are in place;

•

Real-time insight into attacks during specific incident response events; and

•

Multiple perspectives and degrees of resolution of the data, including the U.S., State,
local, and tribal governments, the private sector, the CIKR community, and individual
CIKR sectors.

Figure 1 provides a notional illustration of how different activities can contribute to situational
awareness. The concepts presented in Figure 1 can be used as a starting point for defining how
an operational model incorporating the US-CERT, NCC, and other CIKR private-sector security
partners could be constructed.
As a key part ofthis task, DHS will need to consider how this common real-time cyber
situational awareness will support and integrate with the National Cybersecurity Center (NCSC)
and CNCI Initiative 5 "Connect Current Centers To Enhance Cyber Situational Awareness" for
increased situational awareness and opportunities for enhanced collaboration. In addition, the
role of the National Infrastructure Coordination Center (NICC) and its relationship with USCERT and the NCC should be addressed.
Milestone:
•

Develop a scoping document for the development of common CIKR, real-time situational
awareness (December 31, 2008).

Resource Requirements: Applicable legal concerns will be scoped and assessed by concerned
Federal entities. All other resource requirements will be determined in the scoping process.
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Specific
Incident
Response
;vents,

Nety.'qrk

MonItoring

Figure 1: Elements of common cyber situational awareness or "common operating
picture"

Recommendation ST-5: Evaluate the feasibility of sharing Federally developed technology
capabilities with CIKR.
In many cases, CIKR owners and operators have significant and sophisticated technical
capabilities for protecting their own networks; however, owners and operators within some
sectors could improve their cybersecurity posture by leveraging Federally developed
technologies (such as advanced Intrusion Detection System technologies). Sharing Federally
developed technology capabilities also might enhance industry's value proposition for
engagement with government and might increase situational awareness capabilities for both
CIKR and government. Steps would be taken to ensure that the technology is widely available
avoiding favoring one company over another. This concept will be considered in the common
cyber situational awareness scoping document described in ST-4 and its feasibility will be
analyzed under this recommendation.

Milestone:
•

Conduct a feasibility analysis of sharing Federally developed technical capabilities with
two interested CIKR owners and operators (December 31 , 2008).

•

Based on the results of the analysis, potentially devise a plan for a pilot program to share
technology with two CIKR owners. The plan for a pilot program will need to include
clear roles and responsibilities for both the U.S. Government sponsor and the CIKR
owner, including engaging the private sector to determine R&D requirements and sharing
Federally developed technology with the private sector. These roles would include
providing hardware and software, operation and maintenance, and reporting of incidents
detected by the technology. The technology would be considered for piloting with a
UNCLASSIFIED/IFOUO
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CIKR owner only after the PCC determines the technology had been successfully
deployed in a ".gov" environment and has met required performance standards.
Resource Requirements: Applicable legal concerns will be scoped and assessed by concerned
Federal entities. All other resource requirements will be determined in the feasibility analysis
process.

Recommendation ST-6: DeclassifY as much intelligence as possible to improve private-sector
situational awareness and expedite the TSISCI clearance process for appropriate privatesector representatives for when "tear-line" unclassified cybersecurity documents are not
available.
DHS provides secret-level clearances for SCC members and has made significant progress in
providing secret-level classified briefings to these cleared individuals. With a top secret,
sensitive compartmentalized information (TS/SCI) clearance, CIKR sector representatives could
access more sensitive intelligence information and thereby help ensure a more comprehensive
analysis of cyber risk. Cleared private-sector security partners also would be able to obtain the
classified details associated with cybersecurity threat data. In addition, the review of information
by sector representatives-even though information could not be shared further---could add to
the weight and validity of assessments of cyber threat. If CIKR industry representatives affirm
to their colleagues the assessments provided by DHS, it would help build the case for action. A
draft plan to obtain these clearances for selected private-sector representatives is already in the
DHS chain-of-command approval process. Representatives would be nominated by their SCC to
receive higher-level clearances and access.
While clearances would alleviate some information sharing barriers, DHS obviously does not
have the resources, nor is it logistically feasible or desirable, to clear everyone in the CIKR
sectors. As a result, the U.S. Government should continue to improve upon processes for
crafting classified threat information into "tear-line" products that convey sensitive information
to trusted partners without compromising sensitive sources and methods.
The U.S. Government must make a commitment to distill actionable threat information
proactively down to a level where it can be used to take action. The U.S. Government could
leverage cleared private-sector representatives to help distill classified materials down to only
what is needed for action without compromising intelligence equities. Access to such
information would provide private-sector CIKR owners and operators with a broader picture of
sophisticated threats and, more importantly, of the advanced capabilities of various adversaries.
Relaying actionable intelligence down to the correct audience requires appropriate processes and
technologies. For instance, an effective filtering process is required for delivering tactical
information to CIKR owners and operators so that they can defend their networks.
The benefit of disclosing specific classified or CUI information should be weighed against the
potentially adverse impact on national security. Such balancing requires ongoing interagency
involvement of multiple communities, a robust set of protocols for obtaining input from those
communities, and a coordination mechanism for the timely resolution of information sharing
conflicts.
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Milestones:
• Initiate a TS/SCI clearance process with CIKR sectors (October 31, 2008).
•

Develop a plan and timeline for DHS to work with the Intelligence Community on tearline criteria and processes for sharing information with CIKR sectors (December 31,
2008).

Resource Requirements: Funding and staff resources to process CIKR TS/SCI clearances.
Buy-in from the Intelligence Community to work with DHS to produce more timely and
actionable tear-line information.

Recommendation ST-7: Enhance information sharing and analysis organizations, whether
ISA Cs or other ISOs, to make them the focal point of cyber operational activity with the 18
CIKR sectors.
Under the NIPP, each sector was to designate an operational information sharing arm. Some
CIKR Sectors rely on ISACs, while others rely on ISOs or other established processes designed
specifically for a sector or company for the immediate exchange of operational information.
Among the CIKR sectors and sub-sectors, eight have functioning ISACs-Communications,
Information Technology, Financial Services, Electricity, Water, Emergency Response, Public
Transit, and Surface Transportation (rail)-operating at varying levels of maturity and with
differing focus on cyber versus physical security issues. Other sectors have additional mature
operational cyber information sharing mechanisms or have designated distinct ISOs to analyze
and disseminate threat and vulnerability information throughout the sector. The U.S.
Government should continue to recognize and use these entities for cyber information sharing
and collaborative analysis on behalf of their respective sectors.
Because the business models ofISACs, ISOs, and other processes vary widely across sectors,
baseline support is required to ensure each is capable of providing basic cyber information
sharing services to CIKR owners and operators. This recommendation seeks to review current
support and identify any needs for modification or expansion based on identified requirements to
address cyber information sharing needs. Contracting mechanisms and resources will be
assessed to cover administration and coordination requirements. In addition, DHS will explore
offering more robust functionality via Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN), USCERT portal or another tool to ISAC and ISO participants to support cyber information sharing.
This support could include vetting potential participants, maintaining membership lists, and
obtaining and managing content for sector portals. DHS offers analogous contractor secretariat
support to the SCCs and has offered information sharing requirements gathering and limited
content management support to SCCslISACslISOs in the past.
To ensure an effective model, the U.S. Government should pursue the following actions:
•

Streamline processes with existing organizations;

•

Examine the requirements for these services in sector designated ISOs and ISACs;
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•

Evaluate available contractual models to support provision of these services if requested;

•

Identify performance measures to accompany provision of support; and

•

Work with private-sector leadership through PCIS, SCCs, and the ISAC Council to
establish baseline functionality that each private-sector ISAC/ISO and counterpart
government entity needs to provide in order to serve as a focal point of cyber operational
information and analysis.

Milestones:
•

Collect ISO/ISAC operational and resource requirements (December 31, 2008).

•

Evaluate available contract support models (December 31, 2008).

•

Agree on initial baseline functionality sets to support operational activity (June 30,
2009). Review and adjust functionality sets based on experience, continuing with explicit
status reviews annually on the anniversary of each initial baseline.

Resource Requirements: To be determined in the requirements analysis listed above.

Recommendation ST-8: Enhance information sharing mechanisms, whether the Homeland
Security Information Network or other information sharing technologies, to provide an
environment in which technological barriers do not impede cyber information sharing
processes.
The HSIN was designed to facilitate the real-time exchange of information to government and
CIKR partners at the Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) level. DHS developed a pilot
program for communicating with the CIKR sectors, referred to as HSIN-Critical Sectors (HSINCS). According to CIPAC members, while this pilot enjoyed limited success with a few sectors,
in general the legacy HSIN system was unable to meet CIKR functional requirements and was
not broadly adopted.
DHS is working with its CIKR partners to identify requirements and options for information
sharing using HSIN. Providing CIKR security partners with the opportunity to shape HSIN
requirements and functionality provides a clear value proposition for security partners and should
result in a product that will be more useful to all parties for cyber information sharing. Sectors
could then leverage HSIN for use in and with their sector-specific information sharing
mechanisms to create a consistent approach to cyber information sharing. This approach gives
sectors the flexibility to use existing and familiar systems and tools on top of a common HSIN
platform.
In addition to planned HSIN updates, DHS should expand efforts to connect cleared privatesector security partners with nearby cleared Federal facilities to enable use of secure video
teleconference (SVTC), secure telephone equipment (STE), and Homeland Secure Data Network
(HSDN) e-mail capabilities for remote participation in cyberthreat briefings and discussions. In
this way, CIKR sectors can participate as full partners in the intelligence analysis and sharing
process. DHS increasingly is receiving feedback from CIKR partners that increasing travel costs
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are precluding in-person attendance at government events. This proposed step would work to
mitigate technical and financial barriers to cyber threat information sharing and collaborative
cyber risk analysis with industry experts outside of the Washington, D.C. area. In addition, DHS
should explore the current need for equipment use or purchase to be tied to a government
contract, limiting the ability of many entities to obtain these devices.
Milestones:
•

Develop a plan for CIKR requirements gathering for HSIN (August 31, 2008).

•

Brief the private sector on industry and government requirements (Sept 29,2008).

•

Develop a plan for vetted security partners to have increased access to SVTC, STEs,
secure e-mail, HSDN, and local Federal facilities (November 30, 2008).

Resource Requirements: The HSIN effort is already resourced and plans include the CIKR
community. The SVTC, STE, and HSDN plan will require research into venue options and
cooperation with local Federal facilities.
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III. Long Term Recommendations (1 to 3 Years)
Recommendation LT-I: Expand US-CERTINCC joint operational capabilities to include
private-sector CIKR participation to enhance CIKR real-time situational awareness (builds on
Recommendation ST-4).
As experts and advisors have noted in previous studies-such as the Early Warning Task Force
of the 2003 National Cybersecurity Summit and the President's National Security
Telecommunications Advisory Committee in 2006-the pervasive nature of cyber infrastructure
throughout the 18 CIKR sectors creates the need for co-location (either within a virtual or .
physical environment) of industry and government resources into a single expanded USCERTINCC operation center.
The physical or virtual operations center would allow the CIKR sectors and sub-sectors to
volunteer operational subject matter experts to coordinate with each other and the U.S.
Government on a variety of cross-sector cyber incident-related efforts. A fundamental goal of
the co-location would be to collect and analyze cyber-related information and then escalate that
analysis through appropriate channels. Co-location would integrate the analysis generated by
industry participants, government partners, US-CERT, and NCC staff and would allow such
information and analysis to be compared with results from commercially available services,
CIKR-provided information, and information sources. This information would provide an
important source of data for fusion in the National Cybersecurity Center (NCSC). It also would
provide the needed vehicle for CIKR input into National Cyber Response Coordination Group
(NCRCG) decision-making process. Physical or virtual co-location would maximize the U.S.
Government's investment in network protection by facilitating collaborative analysis and
coordinated protective and response measures and by creating a feedback loop to increase value
for private-sector and government participants. Another key outcome would be stronger
institutional and personal trust relationships among security practitioners across multiple
communities.
US-CERT and NCC Watch were co-located to the sarne floor in 2007 but are not physically colocated in the same operations center. DHS plans to co-locate US-CERT and the NCC and could
expand the successful NCC model that includes communications industry representatives and
invite the 18 CIKR sectors to have representation, focused on cybersecurity situational
awareness, within the joint operations center (either physically or virtually). A limited pilot with
a few sectors that have had previous experience with two-way information sharing would help
refine operational concepts prior to inviting all I g CIKR sectors to join. This expansion of
capacity available to CIKR sectors as US-CERT grows and matures would increase the value
proposition for private-sector participation and data submissions. If private-sector submissions
of intrusion data and vulnerabilities were met with timely and valuable information from USCERT, the private sector would be likely to increase submissions of data.
This effort would eventually include voluntary participation from all 18 CIKR sectors, as
determined appropriate by each of the sectors, but it would be most effective to extend
participation in the project in phases, building on the co-location ofUS-CERT and the NCC .
Several private-sector partners have expressed concern over the costs of providing
representatives to a joint operational capability, especially considering the potential for
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significant downtime between incidents. Previous efforts to co-locate industry and the U.S.
Government have had challenges that hindered effectiveness; however, greater participation
could result from further efforts to:
•

Enhance the value proposition for private-sector participation and input;

•

Fully integrate private-sector participants (as determined by the sector);

•

Fully use the expertise of those participants through ongoing collaboration on analysis
and exercise planning;

•

Defray costs of participation, in part through the use of "virtual co-location."

Milestones:
•

Ensure operational integration ofUS-CERT and NCC (in progress).

•

Develop a plan for the physical co-location of US-CERT and NCC (January I, 2009).

•

Execute initial operating capability for the physical co-location of US-CERT and NCC
(October 1,2010).

•

Develop a plan, including legal analysis, to integrate all 18 CIKR sectors either virtually
or physically into a facility, including interim strategies to engage the private sector for
NCRCG coordination prior to co-location (June 30, 2009).

•

Obtain a fonnallegal opinion, non-disclosure agreement, and privacy impact assessment
as necessary, detailing the maximum extent of infonnation sharing that is pennitted and
expressing any limitations on the ability to combine data within and amongst government
and industry
(June 30, 2009).

•

Develop a CONOP, in coordination with the NCSC CONOP (October 31, 2009).

•

Define metrics and oversight mechanisms to monitor response mechanisms and
remediation efforts (October 31, 2009).

•

Ensure the CIKR virtual or physical co-location is fully operational (October 1,2010).

Resource Requirements: Key requirements will include identifying a suitable facility and
funding, and consideration of privacy and legal implications. CIKR partners will need to provide
persolUlel resources.

Recommendation LT-2: Establish a mechanism to give companies opportunities and
incentives to invest in R&D and-based on legal, security, and investment level criteriapotentially allow companies to obtain intellectual property rights to the results ofgovernmentfunded or partnered cybersecurity research and development.
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An important first step in leveraging investment in cyber is to understand and define that
investment. Over the past 20 years, the U.S. Government has allocated significant R&D funding
for information security. That data should be reviewed to assess the results of R&D activities in
order to identify further R&D requirements and locate previous research that might solve current
cybersecurity problems. In addition, implementation of this recommendation should include
coordination with Initiatives 4 and 9 (on R&D coordination and leap-ahead technologies,
respectively) of the CNCI. Current efforts by OSTP, the Networking and Information
Technology Research and Development (NITRD) program, and the Special Cyber Operations
Research and Engineering (SCORE) Interagency Working Group to analyze government-wide
R&D should be performed and coordinated in tandem with the proposed activities in this
recommendation. Each sector should be brought in to identifY desired capabilities or
requirements in conjunction with the DHS Science and Technology Directorate in a collaborative
manner to achieve eventual buy-in from all 18 CIKR sectors.
Under the NlPP framework, the Information Technology (IT) Sector has begun to examine its
current R&D priorities. In its 2007 Sector-Specific Plan (SSP), the IT Sector identified nine
R&D priority areas:
I. Cyber situational awareness and response;
2. Forensics;
3. Identity management: authentication, authorization, and accounting;
4. Intrinsic infrastructure protocols security;
5. Modeling and testing;
6. Control systems security;
7. Scalable and composable secure systems;
8. Secure coding, software engineering, and hardware design improvement; and
9. Trust and privacy.
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In addition to these priorities outlined by the IT Sector, the protection of intellectual property and
securing against the insider threat are general
Pwllc Sector
PrIvate Sector
priorities for private-sector CIKR owners and
, Identify c:)'ber
'sec::lrir risks of nllional
operators. While IT Sector R&D efforts can be
secu't~y sigftikance
applied in cross-sector efforts, unilateral
development of requirements by one sector is not
Pri~ritiz. ~;ksbased o~
recommended. Each sector should be brought in to
compel~ft9 nature of
~~pe,!·and·p~!.".!!al
develop R&D requirements in a collaborative
return on' in~ellm.nl
manner to achieve eventual buy-in from all 18
CIKR sectors, leveraging sector SSP
implementation activities and efforts such as the
Commercial
Control Systems Security Roadmaps developed in
viabiay?
the Energy and Water sectors.
Since publication of the IT SSP in May 2007, the IT
Sector has been working to characterize these
o.~v.p prol.ctin
progra.;ns
priorities and catalogue existing government,
private sector, and academic research in these areas.
The IT Sector is planning an R&D exchange to
CbnduCt R&D
identify companies that are either performing R&D
Figure 2: R&D Process for Risks of National
activities or have expertise in each identified R&D
Security
Significance
priority area. This analysis will yield a list of
private-sector security partners (including
government-owned, contractor-operated labs and Federally funded R&D centers) with whom the
U.S. Government can partner for specific cybersecurity R&D issues. Steps will be taken to
ensure DHS is not prejudging the competitive acquisition process.
The IT Sector's PrQtective Programs and R&D Working Group (PPRD WG) is developing an
R&D Information Exchange Framework to promote parallel, but not overlapping, processes
across government and private-sector R&D activities. As Figure 2 illustrates, the private sector
will continue to invest in R&D initiatives for which there is commercial viability, and the U.S.
Government should minimize its investment in the areas for which significant commercial
investment is already occurring. Alternatively, across the nine priority areas defined above,
some areas present significant commercial risk or no commercial viability at all yet are still very
important to the protection of private and public sector CIKR. These areas deserve the greatest
amount of investment from government R&D sources. The challenge comes when trying to
identify the areas that need investment. Commercial entities are unlikely to share their internal
R&D priorities because of proprietary concerns but are more likely to indicate those areas in
which they are not willing to make investment or are only willing to make an investment in
partnership with the U.S. Government. The R&D Information Exchange framework under
development ideally will allow the public and private sector to identify those areas that require
government R&D investment prioritization without compromising the competitive advantages of
the commercial entities conducting R&D.
The value of a strong public-private partnership cannot be overestimated. The public sector
already gets tremendous benefit from existing investments by IT Sector participants. Services,
operations, facilities, technologies, and real systems that industry can supply for R&D initiatives
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might otherwise be unavailable, unaffordable, or unfeasible for one area within the R&D
community. Likewise, industry participants can learn from collaboration with government, and
academic researchers and can use those lessons learned for potential real-world applications.
In addition, companies are developing technologies that may not demonstrate immediate
commercial viability but may necessitate government involvement to allow for near-term
technological development and enhancement in advance of general availability. The U.S.
Government often recognizes different security needs than does the commercial marketplace;
therefore the U.S. Government requires a mechanism to identify necessary near-term
technologies and support commercialization for deployment throughout CIKR.
The U.S. Government should leverage the IT Sector's PPRD WG and the activities under way in
Initiatives 4 and 9 to analyze and address the following key questions:
I.

What key information elements are required in a public-private information exchange
framework to prioritize public-sector R&D funding related to cybersecurity while
protecting the commercial viability of private R&D efforts?

2. How should the public-private partnership leverage risk assessment and threat
identification in the prioritization of R&D initiatives?
3. In what areas should government R&D investments focus?
4.

How will needs and capabilities be identified and prioritized?

5. What are the principal characteristics of the cybersecurity marketplace and how should
they affect this model? How do they differ from other CIKR sectors, and how can the
other sectors benefit from the IT Sector's R&D initiatives?
The value proposition for the public sector will be an optimization of R&D resource expenditure
to those activities that most require non-commercial intervention. The private sector will gain
unique insights stemming from R&D efforts and will use them to address emerging threats and
risks through the commercialization of technology. All CIKR owners and operators stand to
benefit from IT Sector R&D efforts that result in cost-effective tools and practices that they need
to secure their cyber infrastructures. While the IT Sector's R&D efforts were used within this
recommendation to illustrate the need for public-private coordination, all sectors are required to
develop R&D priorities, per the NIPP guidance. While R&D in many sectors focuses on
physical security, many cross-sector R&D efforts focus on cybersecurity, especially for
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Thus, any plan to integrate privatesector input into Federal R&D programs should leverage not just the IT sector but also work
done by other sectors on cyber R&D.

Milestones:
•

Provide a briefing on PPRD efforts and findings to Initiatives 4 and 9 leaders (November
30,2008).
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•

Use the PPRD WG and CSCSWG to address the aforementioned "key questions" and
work with Initiatives 4 and 9 leaders to develop a CONOP for integrating the privatesector input into Federal cybersecurity R&D efforts (June 2009).

Resource Requirements: Requires coordination with Initiatives 4 and 9 leaders. This also an
important long-term, strategic topic that should be considered for study and recommendations by
ESF.

Recommendation LT-3: Investigate methods for leveraging capabilities of cleared IT and
communications product and service providers.
Information sharing improves the ability of the public and private sectors to assess threats against
their respective networks. Companies can use government information to develop a more
complete picture of their security environments and to take appropriate protective measures. The
U.S. Government-by analyzing the relationship between intrusions, tactics, and
vulnerabilities---can in tum judge whether malicious activity targeting Federal networks is
pertinent to critical infrastructure. Increasing the quality of shared information serves to improve
the overall level of network security. Two major obstacles identified above hinder this effort:
•

Government concern about broadly sharing classified and sensitive threat information
(including signatures and vulnerability data) that may jeopardize intelligence sources and
methods; and

•

Industry concern about sharing proprietary or private information with government.

Given that these issues have persisted for decades, it would be useful to evaluate alternative
approaches. DHS should explore the feasibility of entering into agreements to share information
with cleared IT and communications service and product providers who are increasingly
important intermediaries in the security of government and CIKR networks. These firms design,
build, and integrate hardware and software and also provide tools and services to protect their
clients' networks. Because many of these firms contract with the U.S . Government, they already
possess the facilities and clearances necessary to receive and hold classified information. These
same firms could leverage this capability and information provided by the U.S. Government to
improve protection of CIKR networks without the need to share the details of often highly
classified data with those CIKR facilities directly.
By partnering with these producers and providers, the U.S. Government could streamline the
sharing of actionable threat information and extend coverage to a broader critical infrastructure
audience than addressed through existing mechanisms. Such an effort would supplement
existing mechanisms such as the sector ISACs, which will also be enhanced through the other
activities described in this report. While some CIKR owners and operators would still not be
reached, presenting some challenges to ensure equitable implementation, this concept presents an
opportunity to reach a broad range of firms across the sectors. In addition, the multinational
nature of many companies warrants careful implementation of any classified information
sharing.
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When the U.S. Government observes malicious activity on its networks or has information about
a threat or an impending cyber attack, it could share that information with those producers and
providers that have been cleared to receive information. Routing threat-specific data through
these cleared firms could help ensure that information is not mishandled or compromised, in part
because end-user companies would not be required to handle and protect sensitive security
information. As a part of any agreement, the firms would be required to provide feedback to
DHS on the information, including anonymized data on attack trends in CIKR networks, which
in tum would support the common operating picture.
A pilot/study would examine legal and policy implications surrounding this concept, funding
requirements, how it would complement other mechanisms (ISACs, ISOs), and how CIKR
entities that do not use these firms could be equitably supported. To ensure fairness, the U.S.
Government could consider assistance to small businesses to meet security requirements. Risks
could be mitigated by making clear that the U.S. Government is prepared to share information
with all qualified companies that are willing to meet security requirements.
Milestones:
•

Develop feasibility analysis leveraging experience and lessons learned of the Defense
Department's pilot with the Defense Industrial base and the United Kingdom' s
"Consultancy Model" (February 28, 2009).

•

Develop a pilot program plan (June 30, 2009).

•

Commence execution of an approved program plan (FYIO).

Resource Requirements: To be developed during feasibility analysis and pilot program
planning. These plans will require legal and policy expertise and input.

Recommendation LT-4: Investigate new ways to drive improvement in the cybersecurity
posture within the private sector where marketforces yield an insufficient value proposition.
The U.S. Government's ability to assist the CIKR owners and operators to strengthen their level
of cybersecurity throughout all CIKR is limited in part by the diversity of CIKR owners and
operators, the international nature of CIKR, the extraordinarily dynamic nature ofthe IT
industry, and the rapid evolution of cyber threats. Owners and operators of CIKR must weigh
cybersecurity costs against other business and operational requirements on the basis of their
particular market environment and within existing fiscal or operational regulatory boundaries.
Some CIKR owners and operators are subject to regulation that stipulates risk management or
security measures, such as the Chemical Facilities Anti-Terrorism Standards. Other sectors have
significant regulation not related to security or resilience goals, and yet others are unregulated.
Regardless of the level of regulation, many CIKR owners and operators are security conscious
and employ methods of network protection to mitigate the risks to their business model. Others,
however, are unable to develop a compelling business case for enhanced cybersecurity because
of insufficient knowledge of the threats facing their organization, a lack of consistent risk and
vulnerability measurement tools and methodologies across CIKR sectors, or a lack of
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understanding of the potential impacts to their organization or to the nation. The heavy CIKR
dependence upon communications and the interconnected network models within and between
businesses could result in a successful cyber attack against an unsecured and unprepared
organization having repercussions within and across multiple sectors.
Establishing incentives and additional drivers for sound cybersecurity practices would create
value for companies that would not otherwise make the requisite security investments, thereby
creating an efficient and sustainable mechanism to upgrade the security of the entire system.
Establishing and incentivizing sound cybersecurity measures to mitigate evident risks, while
accounting for differences in business models, would enable CIKR companies to apply value
drivers consistently within and across diverse sectors and sub-sectors (such as the Oil and
Natural Gas and Electricity sub-sectors within the Energy Sector). The U.S. Government should
leverage the expertise and reach of the CSCSWG to conduct a sector-by-sector analysis and
identify a menu of incentives. This work should leverage the National Infrastructure Advisory
Council's (NIAC) Best Practices for Government Intervention report as well as other
documented best practices for improving cybersecurity. The U.S. Government should evaluate
the array of incentive options before establishing a plan to provide incentives to the private
sector. The following text box lists some options identified by the private sector that the U.S.
Government should evaluate during its analysis of incentives.
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This list is by no means inclusive, is subject to further government analysis (including legal
review), and not all items would be applicable for all sectors. Other concepts suggested by
industry participants included social contracts, qualification for Federal grants, and awards
programs for cybersecurity in CIKR. A sector-by-sector study should explore how much of the
cybersecurity issue is a problem that requires government intervention and what can be driven by
market forces. The CSCSWG will convene a working group to work with the individual sectors
to conduct this review.
Milestones:
•

Complete a sector-by-sector (and sub-sector where appropriate) study, which at a
minimum will include key judgments for each sector as to whether market forces yield an
insufficient value proposition to implement and maintain appropriate cybersecurity
measures (March 31, 2009).

•

Develop and execute a plan based on the sector study (FY 10).

Resource Requirements: Will be developed in the sector-by-sector study that includes an
implementation schedule focusing upon the most critical sectors first. It is likely that the initial
study results will yield long-term, complex policy issues that could be explored though the ESF.

Recommendation LT-5: Investigate methods to encourage cybersecurity across the business
community nationwide similar to those used within private-sector CIKR.
Based on the discussion of cybersecurity return on investment, industry and government should
work to establish a clear value proposition for integrating cybersecurity into the enterprise risk
management process where it does not exist already. Such a value proposition, promulgated
through outreach and awareness activities on threats and the importance of enterprise risk
management from a cybersecurity perspective, can be used to encourage additional private-sector
investment in network security for small and medium-sized businesses.
DHS collaborates with organizations such as the National Cybersecurity Alliance (NCSA) to
reach target audiences for cybersecurity awareness programs, activities, and initiatives including
public awareness campaigns, events, and public service announcements. The small-business
community is one such target audience. DHS is also working with NCSA to prepare for National
Cybersecurity Awareness Month, which is held every October to increase cybersecurity
awareness across the country and help Americans prepare for and respond to cyber-related
threats and attacks. Since its inception, National Cybersecurity Awareness Month has been
formally recognized by Congressional Resolution, Federal, State, and local governments, and
industry leaders.
As part of its Ready Business Initiative, DHS has been working closely with the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce to encourage the private sector to take steps to prepare for a range of emergencies.
Through a series of town hall-style meetings, officials from the DHS Private Sector Officeworking closely with representatives from the Chamber as well as Federal, State, and local
government partners-are coming together to discuss the role of the business community in
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addressing a myriad of threats, including natural disasters, terrorist attacks, and pandemic
influenza outbreaks. Leveraging this model, DHS will collaborate with the Chamber to increase
cybersecurity awareness and encourage cybersecurity investment by the private sector. The
partnership enables DHS to bring cybersecurity practices to the wide audience of private-sector
organizations outside the Washington, D.C., area, including the diverse set of small and mediumsized businesses that the Chamber represents. Through its network of local chambers, the
Chamber will coordinate a series of five regional events across the nation for business owners
and operators, incorporating participation from State and local government. The partnership will
also increase awareness of the potential consequences from a cyber attack, and it will stress the
importance of integrating cybersecurity into broader enterprise risk management and incident
response planning.
Furthermore, DHS and the Chamber hosted a Chief Security Officer (CSO) Summit during the
2008 National Cybersecurity Awareness Month to highlight the importance of integrating
cybersecurity into enterprise-level risk management and incident response plans. Such efforts
encourage private companies to view cybersecurity as an integral investment to their business
operations.
DHS will also present this as a topic for ESF study and recommendations and will encourage the
industry leaders active in that framework to leverage their expertise and influence to increase
heightened awareness and focus of cyber security within the business community.
Milestones:
•

Complete all five regional cyber events (March 31, 2009). The first event is planned for
October 20, 2008.

•

Complete a suite of outreach efforts related to National Cybersecurity Awareness Month
that will reach a national audience, including the business community (October 31,
2008).

Resource Requirements: Requires support from the Chamber, other awareness organizations,
and State and local partners. May require coordination with Federal partners, such as the
Departments of Defense and State to ensure synchronization with other efforts.
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IV. Conclusion
In order for these recommendations to succeed, the Us. Government must work with the CIKR
sectors in a true collaborative partnership as must industry with the government, both realizing
each other's essential cultural and operational differences. After developing these new
processes, policies, and tools, we must exercise them together with government and industry
CIKR partners to ensure they are successful. Resources will need to be committed from both
govenunent and industry. Complex legal and policy implications inherent in many of these
recommendations will require active engagement across the interagency community as well as
legal counsel from within industry and govenunent. The CIPAC mechanism and NIPP sector
partnership structure provide the framework needed to work with the spectrum of CIKR partners;
however, significant engagement, commitment, and labor investment will be needed from these
partners. DHS will provide OMB with Federal funding resource requirements for FYIO by
December 1, 2008. DHS will continue engagement on short- arid long-term recommendations
through the NIPP framework and will provide regular status updates to both CIKR and
Interagency partners. The DHS National Cyber Security Division (NCSD) will be the lead for
implementing all of the recommendations in this report, in coordination with the DHS Offices of
Policy, Privacy, Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Private Sector, Intelligence and Analysis,
Infrastructure Protection, and General Counsel. NCSD also will coordinate extensively with
interagency partners leading other CNCI projects, the Sector-Specific Agencies, State, local, and
private-sector partners.
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